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rader clr undergraduate than for an advanced
this subject. The narration does provide a coherent' 

the interniitional efforts to overcome impunity
osecution and punishment, but i t  does not explain
hy the glass is even half full, or more tellingly, why
ralf full. Ball does not recount at all the saga of
ividuals of conscience who kept the Nuremberg
during the long period of intergovernmental si-
most fifty years. This siience started almost imme-
:r the Nuremberg experience and lasted until the
:al ing with the crimes associated with the breakup
via was establ ished in 1993. FIe does not mention
.ant commentary on accountability that occurred
Vietnam War when Telford Taylor, a prosecutor
erg, wrote a widely discussed bo<tk, Nuremberg, and
ln Ameicun Tragedy (1970). In other words, the
lsociety in the struggle against impunity is virtually
s a result,  there is an inadequate presentation of
sful collaboration between a coalition of 200 or
Js and a series of moderate governments that
I in the Rome treaty, despite the objections by such
res as the United States and China. I f  an effect ive
ral criminal court ever sees daylight, it will be
r result of the continuing transnational pressure
y civil society organizations and dedicated citizens:
heir role is briefly acknowledged by Ball (pp.
; political relevance is not sulficiently assessed.
r also little insight into both the willingness to
the path of international accountability in the first

the subsequent reluctance to proceed farther. On
ide. there were the oeculiar circumstances that
1945, including the g; i l t  of the victorious l iberal
es that they had turned such a blind eve to Nazi
long as these were directed internally. Further-

'e was a widely shared sense that the outcome of
Lr II was a victory itr "a just war," which made it
e to punish the unjust side so as to reinforce the
lportance of defeating fascisrn. There was, as well,
ogic impulse to tell the full story of Nazi and
wrongdoin_e both as a way to acknowledge past
i to build support for a more humane politics in the
the other side, from the outset, was the problem of
ds." the extent to which the Allies had themselves
war in a manner difficult to reconcile with the laws
pecially the strategic bombing campaigns against
nd Japanese cities and the use of atomic bombs
roshima and Nagasaki. In the Cold War era, the
ucture of the world order and the recourse by both
terventionary wars created a mutual vulnerability
r of Nuremberg-like criminality. Quietly, without
course, major states abandoned the pursuit of
ility for crimes of state.
) does not give much insight as to why the moves
punity were revived in the 1990s, and he does not
at in American experience of transit ion to democ-
rttention it deserves. It was the fall of military
n leading countries in Latin America more than a
o that revived the sense that crimes committed by
lent need to be acknowledged. even i l  domestic
do not permit the full imposition of accountability
petrators. The UN creation of tribunals to address
; emanating from the breakup of Yugoslavia and
de in Rwanda in the 1990s reflected a soecial set of
rces that centered on the ambivalence of the
rtes and its allies, especially their own unwillingness
lely risks to protect the victims. Refocusing atten-
iminality seemed without risk and usefuliy diver-

sionary, but at the same time responsive to increasing public
and media pressures to enforce international law against its
most willful violators. At the same time, the reluctance to
pursue high-profite indicted war criminals, such as Karadzic
and Mladic in Bosnia, discloses again the degree to which
political opportunism (in this case the fear of retaliatory
casualt ies among the peacekeepers) leads to i l l -deserved
impunity.

All in all, Ball has contributed a useful, if limited, book to
the growing literature on this subject. It does not have the
scholarly originality or conceptual elegance of either Martha
Minow's fine Betyveert Vengeance and Forgiveness: Facing
History aJter Genocide and Mass Violence (1998) or Gary
Jonathan Bass's challengingTo Stsv the Hand of Vengeance:
The Politics of War Cimes Tribunals (2000). At the same
time, Prosecuting War Crimes and Genocide not only tells the
main story in a generally helpful and accurate way but also
engages itself in the "good fight" for criminal accountability
as an integral dimension of global humane governance.
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These two books are about two powerful regional political
forces in India-the Shiv Sena of Maharashtra (with a focus
on the city of Mumtrai) and the Dravidianist part ies of Tamil
Nadu. Many readers of this journal may know these places by
their older names: Mumbai is Bombay, and the state of Tamil
Nadu and its capital citv were once known as Madras.

Both books, not coincidentallv, have much to say about the
rise of Hindu nationalism in India, which is perhaps the most
dramatic change in the Indian political landscape in recent
years. That, indeed, is the central theme of Banerjee's book.
which investigates the Hindu-Muslim riots in Mumbai in
1993. Banerjee argues that the politics of Hindu nationalism
provides the context for the riots. In Mumbai, the major
political force articulating a Hindu nationalist agenda is the
Shiv Sena (literally, the warriors of Shivaji, a legendary
Maharastrian Hindu hero).

In Tamil Nadu, by contrast, Hindu national ist pol i t ical
forces have not fared well. According to Subramanian, it is
largely because the Dravidianist parties occupy that ideolog-
ical and pol i t ical space. In his words, part ies that appeal to
caste and language in Tamil Nadu have "inhibited the growth
of other visions of community" (p. 32). The idea of Dravidi-
anism comes from the fact that languages in southern lndia
are of the Dlavidian family, whereas most in northern India
are of the Indo-European family. The ideologues of Dravidi-
anism consider non-Brahmin Tamil speakers-indeed,
speakers of all southern India languages-to be descendants
of a Dravidian race.

Subramanian's theoretical framing helps bring out the
broader implications of both books. The official nationalism
of many postcolonial societies, he writes, emphasizes secu-
larism and seeks to make the state a neutral arbiter among
competing religious and ethnic groups. The goal is to create
inclusive political communities, but the problem is that by
keeping the cultural component "thin"-because emphasiz-
ing part icular cultural symbols would seem exclusionary to
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some-secular national isnr has also Droven to be a rather
f rag i le  foundat ion  fo r  na t ion-hu i ld ing  pro jcc ts .

In lndia that project, i t  now seems, did not str ike deep
roots in manv regions. Secularist pan-lndian pol i t ical part ies
are losing ground to part ies that employ "cultural ly thicker
appeals to community" (p. 323). But at what cost'l The two
books together throw l ight on the goocl, bad, and ugly sides of
the pol i t ics of ethnic and rel igious pol i t ical mobil izat ion in
Ind ia .

Subramanian makes creative use of the notion of populism
to elaborate the complex storv of the ethnic mobilization by
Dravidianist part ies. In many situations ethnic appeals work
because they are mhed with populist notions of "a common
people," as opposed to a privi leged el i te (p. 8). This can
heighten ethnic antagonisms in some situutirrns, as occurred
in Sri lanka and could have occurred in Tamil Nadu, but i t
also can temper ethnic hosti l i t ies. In Tamil Nadu, he argues,
the pclpulist turn of Dravidianist parties contained the exclu-
sionary and violence-unleashing potential of Dravidianist
discourse. Rather than police ethnic boundaries, Dravidianist
part ies celebratcd mass culture and created enti t lements for
less privi leged groups.

The ascent ol Dravidianist part ies in Tamil Nadu has been
accompanied by a remarkable afforescence of associat ional
life. Even though these associations were formed under the
auspices of the Dravidianist pol i t ical leadership, there was
signif icant room for plural ism and for competing pol i t ical
projects within the Dravidianist framework. Important differ-
ences arose over t ime that led to spl i ts in the parry and to
leadership change, which accompanied shifts in the party's
platforms and mobilizational styles. Subrarnanian's interest-
ing analytical distinctions between assertive populism and
paternalistic populism, for instance, roughly coincide with
what are now fwo distinct Darties-the Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (DN'IK) and the Al l  India Anna Dravida Mun-
netra Kazhagam (AIDMK).

The "Al l  India" was added to the AIDMK's name in 1976
to emphasize i ts acceptance of pan-lndianism. Dravidianism
by then had come a long way. In the early stages it advocated
secession, a plattbrm it  abandoned in the 1960s. This is
remarkable in view of the havoc that secessionist pol i t ics have
caused in Kashmir, Punjab, and the northeastern states.
Subramanian gives t l .re credit to the Dravidianist part ies, not
to the supposed capacity of the pan-lndian political system to
accommodate diversity and ethnic dissent. Although populist
Dravidianism is in many ways one of Indian democracy's
success stories, Subramanian does not ignore its occasional
authoritarian propensities. The AIDMK, for instance, has
attacked trade unions, has been intolerant of opposit ional
newspapers. and has showed more than a fleeting fondness
for reoressive laws.

Subramanian combines interesting theoretical insights,
drawn from a wide range of readings, with painstaking
empirical research. He intervierved hundreds of local leaders
in five carefully selected electoral constituencies of the state
assembly. The book is almost a dazzling piece of scholarship.
Certainly, i t  is the most important work to date on the pol i t ics
of Dravidianism and is an original contribution to the study
of Indian pol i t ics.

One misses in Banerjee's book a sense of what goes on
inside the Shiv Sena organization. For instance, there is
reference to one crucial ideological turn, but one does not
ful ly understand why i t  happened. From being a party of
Maharashtrian regionalism in the late 1960s and 1970s" the
Shiv Sena became a party of Hindu nationalism. Banerjee
refers to the earl ier period, when the Sena clashed with
Hindu migrants from southern India and Uttar Pradesh over
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access to jobs. Since 19f14, she suggests, "because of
al l iance with the more national lv based BJP" (the
Janata Partv). the Sena has "broadened i ts Mahar
Hindu vision to include a pan-Hindu focus" (p. 41).
readers would like to know more. however.

The strensth of Baneriee's book is the focus on
structural factors that contr ibuted b the Mumbai r i
1993. Most notable is the role the author assisns t0
failures of the Bombay textile workers strike in 1983.
ical ly, the hundreds of text i le mil ls and the anci l lan
tries-machinery, dyes. chemicals, and the marketing
transportation of textiles-had provided employment
vcry  l l rgc  par t  o [  Mumhui ' s  popu la t ion .  Thc  s t r i ke
the closure of manv mills and permanently displaced
of workers in these industries.

This economic devastation. according to Banerjee,
vided the backdrop for the Shiv Sena's aggressive
Hindu national ism. The 1983 str ike shif ted text i le
to the powerloom sector in small towns. Powerlooms
complcx  techno low and are  t rwned hy  smal l -sca le
neurs who enrploy very few workers. Thousands of
who were making a l iving wage in large indus{
only enough to live in the slums of one of the world\
expensive cities-now had tcl make do with less pay in
predictable world of the informal sector. Furthermore,
were somewhat differential effects on Hindus and
Many workers in the textiie mills were Hindus, but
powerlooms in small towns mostly cmployed Muslims.
Hindus, Banerjee suggests, turned to the Shiv Sena.
points out that slums like Jogeshwari. which saw the
violence in 1993, were home to a very large
displaced mill workers.

The relationship Banerjee posits berween the
Mumbai's textile industry and the Hindu-Muslin
complex. The decline of this key industry, along
stasnant labor market and the manifest erosion in
Congress Party's capacity to govern, "conspired to
dawning awareness among many voters that a viable

civic nationalism." The outcome will determine
"constitutional guarantees of civil liberties and pro

alternative was necessarJ" (p. l l1). The Shiv Sena ing thar
void. Despite this complex formulation, to explain ri of Sov
has to take another crucial step. As her theoretical ine how
departure. Baneriee searches for an alternative t0 also exi
either-or choice between orimordialist and rational created d
explanations. To her credit she emphasizes context
"economic and political crisis that creates a senseof ani

An importr

(p .  5 ) .  Bu t  i l  seems lo  me tha t  ( rne  must  takc  in to centrated
logic of crowd behavior-"the heightened psychic lons ln
convulsive behavioral irnoulsions"-to which constructir
Stanley J. Tambiah has drawn attention (Leveling to desire<
Ethnonatiotralist Conllicts and Collective Violence in
A.siu, 1996, p. 266).

ignored botl

Given Baneljee's lucid criticism of binarv categorieq
and
did

surpr is ing  tha t  in  t l raw ing  ou t  the  imp l ica t ions  o f was I
for lndian politics she gives such primacy to the policyma
between ethnic and cultural national ism. She lay in

res the'categories significantly. to be sure, but she describes
standing at the crossroads of a "struggle between
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h curb intolerance than a "culturally vacuous" suggest the reason is cultural, but the cultural aspect is
neither expl ici t  nor r igorously examined.

Second, i f  the nature of reform inst i tut ions is the indeoen-
dent variable, causing reform outcomes that will lead neither
to democracy nor capital ism. then what can be done? What
could have been done? What were the ootions? What
alternative models existed? The authors are very cri t ical of
the inst i tuf ions introduced to Russia and are persuasive in
demonstrat ing the consequences. but they do not present
alternatives that might have avoided the fate Russia has
endured for the past ten years. If their argument is accepted,
not only was the reform path misguided, but also the
prognosis for Russia's future is fundamentally pessimistic.

Third, the authors maintain that their analvsis is relevant
for other transitional nations in the former Soviet bloc, yet
they indicate that the reform outcomes are culturally specilic
to Russia. The way in which Russians respond to incentive
structures is not being duplicated throughout the Eastern
bloc. and in several nations reform outcomes are entirely
different. For example, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and
even Poland have not shared Russia's economic fate. The
Baltic states. although beset with energy problems that affect
their economy, have not experienced the same political
deformations in the.ir advance toward democracy. Thus. the
analysis seems to be Russia-specific. not broadlv applicable to
other nations.

Overall, the strengths greatly outweigh the shortcttmings.
The book is very insightful and persuasively argued. It
benefits from the rich detail and well-illustrated examples
used to substantiate larger points. This would be expected,
since one of the authors is a notable political figure. leader of
a political party, and a candidate for president in 1996 and
2000. Without doubt, this book should not simply be read,
but should be pondered and studied by policymakers and
specialists.
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The Japanese parlv system has been in flux in recent years. In
1993, two groups defected from the Liberal Democratic Party
(LDP) and joined with the opposition to form a broadly
based coalition government. A year later, the LDP regained
power by creating a coalition government with its ideological
opponent, the Japan Socialist Party (JSP). Both events
shocked virtually everyone at the time. The LDP had been in
power for so long-almost 40 years-that it seemed almost
inconceivable that it could lose power. For just as long, the
JSP had been the main opposition. By the 2000 election, a
dozen parties had come and gone, the JSP's strength dropped
to a very small fraction of what it was a decade earlier, and
the LDP had to turn to various coalition Dartners to maintain
its control of government. Atl this is quite puzzling to even
close watchers of Japanese politics, because party politics,
especially the role of opposition parties, has been a relatively
understudied area. For those who want to make sense of how
these events came to pass, Ray Christensen's Ending the LDP
Hegemotry will be very helpful.

According to conventional wisdom, opposition leaders
were either too incompetent, too complacent. or too ideo-
logically rigid to be much of a threat to LDP dominance.
Christensen shows that the two transforming events of the
early 1990s had roots in countless earlier attempts by mod-
erate opposition leaders to expand their numbers in the

citizenship (p.326).

rrd Institutions: The Transition to a Markel
in Russia, By Serguey Braguinsky and Grigory
Princeton, NJ: Princeton Unir,'ersity Press, 2000.
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of market reforms, it is obvious to most
frat something has gone wrong in Russia. Some

suggest modest successes in instituting a
but most of the evidence is clear that the

and social crisis has far exceeded what misht be
b terms of a "transformation recession." lndustrial
ltuial output is down substantially, capital renewal
ing pace with the re tirement of old machinery, the

&industrializing, real living standards have plum-
nd investment capital is fleeing the country. The

this book conclude that "the Russian orivatization
ras nothing but a grandiose failure" (p. 6).
plitical realm, new institutions have been used to
fewvested interests. Elections are competitive, but
rulcs are routinely violated to benefit incumbents.

not choose democracy but stumbled into it. The
0f a benevolent government is far from Russian
lle authors assert that "if Russian authorities could
b continue the totalitarian rule. thev would most

do so" (p. 104). Overal l .  the pol i t ical inst i tut ions
in Russia are unlikely to lead to a Western-

system based upon democratic pol i t ical valucs.
of this book is to examine the causes of these

The answer, according to the authors, is that "the
ofincentives built into the current transition envi-
is leading to the consolidation of a system that is

$ remote from a free market economy and demo-
iatc as the previous communist system was" (p. l0).

that post-Soviet institutions were built on the foun-
Soviet institutions (not from scratch), the authors

how old institutions were used by carry-over elites.
dso examine how new institutions were manioulated

dysfunctional incentive structures.
inprtant aspect of the argument is the attention
h incentives. Western lendins asencies and advisors

d heavily on creating (duplicating) Western-type
in Russia with the rather naive expectation that
:tion of incentives would or could. bv themselves.

desiled policv outcomes. This view was naive because
both the cultural context in which these institutions
and the incentive structures derived tiom them. If
did not meet expectations, the putative reason was

was not implemented" or "the state is too weak."
plicymakers or specialists understood that the real

lay in the way actors responded to the incentive
they confronted in the new institutional configu-

reader, whether or not specialist or policymaker, will
from this book, but three principal shortcomings
mention. First, it is argued that the "wrong" incen-

from Western-style institutions, which implies
ions caused these incentives. which in turn led to

that undermined the loeic and intent of reform.
? Why did institutions that were "successful" in other

authoritarian countries-such as Germanv and
to different outcomes in Russia? The authors
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